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Abstract—Natural Language Generators may generate texts
that are linguistically enriched. These may result in significantly
improved synthetic speech. At the same time, the generators produce pieces of plain text that may span between a single word to a
full sentence. Additionally, traditional natural language generators have limited domain coverage, resulting in restricted language
analysis of the generated texts. For those cases the enriched input
to the speech synthesizer, required for high quality speech synthesis, can be provided by analysing the plain text. This work reports
on the method for automatic domain dependent annotation of
plain text, through the utilisation of the linguistic information
from rich generated text. The synthetic speech from the resulting
prosody models is evaluated by human participants showing annotation results for plain text quite on par with the rich generated
text. This leads to improved perceived naturalness of the synthesized speech.
Keywords—Text-to-speech, Prosody enrichment, Natural language generation, Natural language processing, Semantic feature
annotation.

I. INTRODUCTION
Document-to-speech (DtS) systems, as well as other similar
systems that either include a generation module or utilize generated text to synthesize speech, require rich information about the
text to achieve naturalness in speech. The procedure through
which the linguistic information is identified, added and associated with the text is the text annotation. Linguistically annotated
text is used for many natural language processing tasks such as
speech synthesis and prosody modelling. The text is annotated
with specific type of information that can be derived from several linguistic analysis levels such as grammar, syntax, morphology, semantics, pragmatics, phonetics, emotion, as well as any
other type of description that could prove useful.
To assign prosody, part-of-speech (POS) analysis is traditionally performed be speech synthesizers that construct the syntactic trees of the sentences [1,2]. Most general-purpose Text-toSpeech (TtS) systems involve several specific language processing systems for a list of processes, such as sentence segmentation, entity identification, and POS tagging, for the written text
input. The result is the transformation of the original plain text
to a rich, synthesis-aware form prior to synthesis. Due to the nature of the language processing, such analysis can suffer from
high statistical error that may be due to either the inherent design
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and implementation of the respective language modules or language ambiguity.
To achieve naturalness, the TtS system output aims to generate high-quality speech. When the domain of the text is known
(domain-dependent systems) high-quality speech is achieved
due to the fact that the analysis modules are trained or otherwise
designed for the specific thematic domains. However, the quality drops considerably, usually below acceptable levels, for texts
of unknown domains since the analysis systems perform with
lesser accuracy. Most TtS systems are modular to allow external
modules or systems for analysis, however they are not designed
for deep linguistic analysis, such as semantics or pragmatics, that
can be used to aid synthetic speech quality. Concept-to-Speech
(CtS) systems, on the other hand, include natural language generation components that produce already processed, rich, annotated text that can be used as input for the speech synthesis [3].
The generated text is error-free and annotated syntactically exhibiting full disambiguation. In addition, detailed linguistic information related to prosody may be generated that can provide
considerable depth to guide synthesis. As a result, CtS systems
can utilize the linguistic features from the natural language generation phase in order to produce significantly improved synthesized speech [4].
One of the major drawbacks of CtS systems is that the Natural Language Generators (NLG) are designed to operate in specific thematic domains, and thus restricted to limited domain text
generation. Another real-life problem that can make the analysis
more challenging is that the NLG may not always generate appropriate text output at all, due to gaps in the embedded grammar
or syntax models. Another typical behaviour is that large chunks
of unprocessed plain text are also produced by the generator.
However, those are not processed enriched texts, but rather
phrases of plain texts that are too complex to be generated and
have been designed to be included in the output based on grammar generation rules. Those canned texts span from single
words, to groups of words, to phrases or whole sentences that
contain linguistic content, usually domain-specific, as exemplified in Fig. 1. An example of that is the MPIRO corpus [5] in
which canned text counts for more than 40% of the generated
text descriptions of the domain of museum exhibit descriptions.
The generated speech for such texts is of variable naturalness,
high for the rich generated texts and low for the canned/plain
text.

Fig. 1. Illustrated indicative sequences of phrases of (enriched and plain)
generated text. Phrases or sentences of the different types of text may be
intermixed (top). There are also several instances of sentences that have both
types of texts (bottom)

Previous works have examined texts generated by NLGs and
reported that speech synthesis quality and naturalness may be
improved significantly with linguistically enriched annotated
text input [6,7,8,9,10]. This is because tone generation and
placements and prosodic phrasing derived from high level linguistic input result in better speech prosody than ones derived
from plain text analysis [11]. This means that the standard TtS
systems language processing modules may be overridden when
enriched text input is present.
The main challenge that this work addresses is the uniform
linguistic automatic annotation of plain generated texts using the
linguistic data from the enriched generated ones. The hypothesis
is that the enriched text linguistic data would provide very accurate information that could be used to train the models for the
plain text automatic annotation. The advantages that would be
utilised are:
1. all texts are from the same domain; therefore the meaning of certain entities remains similar to both types of
text,
2. the same process of annotation (automatic and manual)
would be applied to both types of texts, resulting in uniform level of analysis and
3. the plain text annotation would benefit from all the enrichment data from the generated text plus the results
of the standard analysis modules.
This work explores how the levels and types of annotation of
the generated enriched text may affect the annotation accuracy
on the plain text. Additionally, the annotation challenges of manual verification and editing for use in speech synthesis are examined.
The aim was to achieve production of enriched text descriptions that are uniform and similar or equivalent to the ones generated by the natural language component of a CtS system. The
source was both plain and/or annotated text. Both types of text
may be produced from either an NLG or from a plain text document. This task necessitated the exploitation of the standard language analysis tools that are included in traditional TtS and language engineering methods to extract linguistic information
from the rich generated text and use it to annotate the plain text.
We report on the linguistic feature set and other types of information that is important to high quality speech synthesis and the
description of the workflow and key actions that are necessary
for the automatic annotation and the prosodic annotation by

experts that follows. The resulting synthetic speech was evaluated by human listeners for English and Greek generated texts.
The results of the differences between the unprocessed and the
processed texts to the synthesized text are presented as calculated from the subjective prosody evaluation experiments.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: section 2 overviews the background and related work, while section 3 presents
the proposed approach. Section 4 presents the corpus and the experiment setup. Section 5 describes the prosodic annotation procedure based on the annotated text and section 6 presents the
results of the user evaluation on the generated speech. Finally,
section 7 presents the discussion of the results of the work.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Text generation produces texts of all sizes and types. Plain
text, being one of the most common types, is also one of the
hardest types of generated text to accurately feed to speech synthesizers for high quality speech output. Several works address
high quality speech synthesis, in terms of signal processing [12],
acoustic/prosodic features [13], segmentation [14] and syntax
[15], among others [16]. The lack of such rich linguistic information on the text results in stereotypical prosody [17]. Linguistically enriched text may be utilized by the speech synthesis to
achieve higher quality prosody. Ideally, a TtS synthesis system
would prefer an enriched text input that would include as much
information about the described text as possible. The synthesis
module can then utilise such information for successful prosody
construction. In the case of plain text input, the traditional
speech synthesiser would employ a text analysis in order to identify and extract necessary information such as sentence and
phrase breaks, part-of-speech, syntactic tree. The lexical and
syntactic features are important elements for building prosody
models. The sophistication and accuracy of the language analysis module greatly affect the resulting prosodic structure formulation.
The generated text by a natural language generator almost
always consists of text stubs that are uneven in terms of the qualitative and quantitative amounts of linguistic information that is
retained/generated. Depending on the actual design and domain
feed of the generator, three types of text output can be identified:
plain text, enriched-only text, and mixed text (enriched+plain).
Plain text contains no extra linguistic information whatsoever,
while enriched-only text usually contains lexical and syntactic
information. Theoretically, this information is uniformly present
and should not display any inconsistencies. In this case, the presence of error-free information renders any shallow language
analysis unnecessary by the synthesiser modules. Moreover, depending on the specific generation component, semantic information, such as rhetorical relations between facts (e.g. contrast),
fact-specific semantic attributes (new, partially-known, old information), or importance (also noted as “explicit emphasis”)
may be exported. This is high-level linguistic information that is
utilised for accurate prediction of focus prominence during
speech synthesis. Semantic meta-information is analysed according to prosody-aimed features that can span one or more tokens and are used – along with lexical and syntactic features –
as prime and validation factors for focus prominence assignment. Prime factors provide the state necessary for approval or
disapproval of focus prominence while the presence of the

validation factors either infers the validity or differentiates the
degree of focus prominence for lexical items.
Having interconnected parts of plain and enriched text hinders the resulting prosody model. The reason is twofold. The two
sets of text can be very different in terms of the sentence/phrase
type and size. The canned text is plain (no annotations) and usually contains larger and more complex phrase structures. The automatic language analysis that has to be applied onto the plain
text to acquire the necessary lexical and syntactic description is
not error-free. Apart from that, the analysis cannot involve the
same lexical categories and compatible annotation with the enriched portions of text since it comes from different models.
Moreover, the rhetorical relations (where available) between
sentences may be compromised since the appropriate meta-information will be available only on the enriched segment of the
text, therefore rendering the result of the prime and validation
factor analysis untrustworthy for the larger part of the text. This
happens because the content selector of the generator may include pieces of canned text in between sentences, as well as inside a single sentence containing enriched text, as depicted in
Fig. 1.
III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
The proposed approach aims to tackle the following challenges:
a.

Lexical and syntactic analysis of the plain text should be
described by the same set of categories as the ones existing in the enriched text,

b.

The annotation schemas should be compatible throughout the corpus,

c.

The approach should mitigate the fact that the domainspecific content may not be covered by the standard
POS analysis of the typical TtS system.

Theoretically, POS tagging is an easy processing step with
adequate accuracy. For TtS prosody modelling, we are especially interested in POS since it is not only a validation factor for
newness of information but also an intonation descriptor. Moreover, the POS accuracy for proper nouns and other named-entities that are actively used content words especially important for
newness-based accent tone assignment [7]. The effect is very
profound in limited domains where there may be several domain-specific words that are very useful to have properly annotated to aid prosody. Going beyond POS, the canned plain text
disrupts the continuity of semantic relations between phrases
and sentences. In plain text situations where there is no “semantic feature repair step”, the successful identification of such tokens can be used to model where the missing semantics fit into
the plain text phrases.

1.2 Augment the lexicons, using the extracted information
to add new values and append new values for existing
entries. For this step, it is crucial that expert linguists
append the existing entries to re-rank the multiple values according to the findings from the enriched text,
since the plain text is designed to complement it both
syntactically and in context.
2. If the domain is similar to the statistical POS tagger trained
domain or the enriched text information coverage per text
description is more than 80% of the total text (i.e. less than
20% being plain text), then use the statistical POS tagger for
the plain text, otherwise use the augmented lexicons for the
POS tagging. Depending on accuracy, as checked by human
expert annotators, keep either as first choice. If the lexicon is
kept, then the statistical should fill in for words not in the
lexicons (more than one lexicon may be applicable depending on the domain). Optionally, the lexicon may be used first
to create initial values and the statistical right after,
3. Update the prosody model to map the categories derived
from the enriched text for better accuracy in prosody modelling.
There are several actions that can be taken to enhance the
accuracy of the annotations. One is to select the domain specific
words (the ones that are not covered by the lexicon) for training
the statistical tagger for the plain text. Semantics, such as rhetorical relations that may be present can be corrected if breached
and added in plain text. Table I shows the categories that are
enriched by the proposed approach and the level of enrichment.
The * denotes the situations that traditionally require human intervention or significant manual annotation.
IV. CORPUS EXPERIMENTS
The methodology was tested using a corpus that was generated for two languages, English and Greek, by the Ilex generator
[3]. The text is generated in the form of an XML description.
The corpus is a direct description of the type of generated text
that was referred to in the previous paragraph.
The generated corpora contained about 53.5% plain text
which was distributed in about 39% of the sentences. This meant
that the plain text sentences contained more than half of the
words more than the enriched text sentences. This is justified
from the generator constraints for phrase and sentence size as
well as other factors such as the domain authors’ decisions on
the plain (canned) text descriptions and associated rules. The
two language corpora were about the same size. Tables II and III
summarize the two corpora.
The generated enriched text contained the following annotations:

The proposed approach is as follows:

1.

Part-of-speech (noun, verb, numerical, etc.),

1. Extract POS information from the enriched text and optionally check and edit the annotations,

2.

Proper Noun types (names of persons, organizations,
locations, artefacts, etc. were identified as “person”,
“organization”, “location”, etc.),

3.

Temporal expressions,

4.

Numerical quantities,

1.1 Retrain the statistical POS tagger, using the extracted
POS information to create a more accurate model for
the domain. This is a crucial step for narrow domains
such as the one we investigated

There was also partial annotation on important prosody semantic elements such as newness (whether a meaning is new to
the reader or listener, applied mostly on proper nouns and adjectives), contrast, and explicitly stated emphasis.
Certain pre-processing had to be applied in order for the corpus to get annotated with prosodic information. Pre-processing
mainly includes sentence type identification, named entity
recognition and POS tagging. For both English and Greek texts,
these processes are fully supported by existing approaches and
modules: sentence and word identification are performed by a
rule-based component (tokenizer) that exhibits accuracy that approaches 100% for both languages. For POS tagging, a machine
learning based approach has been utilised. The POS tagging approach was based on Transformation-based Error-driven learning [18] and provided models for English (with accuracy that
approaches 97%) as well as Greek (with an accuracy that approaches 80%) for generic domain processing. It is evident that
the accuracy for Greek, being a highly inflective language, is not
satisfactory. It is also expected to show a degraded accuracy
when applied to different domains than the ones it was trained
for.

TABLE I.

We extracted the linguistic information from the enriched
text and re-trained the statistical POS tagger. At the same time,
in the enriched text, about 20% of the nouns in the English corpus and 27% of the nouns in the Greek corpus were not covered
by the lexicons. They were added to both lexicons and, for the
purposes of this work, were validated by a professional linguist.
The POS tags were also validated by two professional linguists.
Accuracy and recall were measured for validated and nonvalidated instances for plain, enriched and plain+enriched generated texts over the same instances for the trained statistical and
the lexicon-based taggers. Tables IV and V show the results for
the two language corpora. The tables show how the full text,
plain (annotated with the enriched information) and enriched
based models perform on their respective types of text. It is evident that the enriched text generated annotations lead to accurate
results for all selected procedures (statistical and lexicon-based).
In Tables IV and V, Pat stands for “POS all text”, Pglb for
“POS generated (lexicon-based)”, Pgs for “POS generated (statistical)”, Pp for “POS plain”, Pplb for “POS plain (lexiconbased)”, Pps for “POS plain (statistical)”, Pe for “POS enriched”, Pelb for “POS enriched (lexicon-based)” and Pes for
POS enriched (statistical).

COMPLETENESS OF ANNOTATION PER GRAMMATIC LEVEL

BEFORE PROCESSING

AFTER PROCESSING

Level

Total

Enriched

Plain

Total

Enriched

Plain

Lexical

Partial

Full

None

Full

Full

Full (A)

Sentence

Partial

Full

None

Full

Full

Full (A)

Syntactic

Partial

Full*

None

Full*

Full

Full (A or M)

Semantic

Partial

Limited

None

Full*

Full*

Full*

TABLE II.

GENERATED TEXT CORPUS (ENGLISH LANGUAGE)

Generated text

Sentences No / %

Tokens No / %

Words No / %

Words per sentence

Enriched

251 / 56.9

2949 / 47.0

2635 / 46.8

10.5

Plain

190 / 43.1

3329 / 53.0

3000 / 53.2

15.8

Total

441 / 100.0

6278 / 100.0

5635 / 100.0

12.8

TABLE III.

GENERATED TEXT CORPUS (GREEK LANGUAGE)

Generated text

Sentences No / %

Tokens No / %

Words No / %

Words per sentence

Enriched

267 / 65.9

3012 / 47.8

2673 / 46.1

10.0

Plain

201 / 34.1

3418 / 53.2

3088 / 53.9

15.4

Total

468 / 100.0

6430 / 100.0

5731 / 100.0

12.2

Fig. 2. Standard annotation workflow for generated text for speech synthesis

V. PROSODIC ANNOTATION
For the speech synthesis, ideally, specific information is valuable. The following are standard input for high-quality speech
synthesizers:
1.

Word list,

2.

Syntax & POS (full syntactic trees of sentences,
phrases, words),

3.

Focus information (between phrases and between
words),

4.

Phrase boundaries, i.e. location and types of boundaries
(major/minor, parentheses, etc.),

TABLE IV.
Annotated Sources
POS
all text (validated)

5.

Common pause marks information (paragraph pause,
blank line pause),

6.

Special marks information (e.g. a “title” phrase requires special pause after the utterance),

7.

Semantic descriptions (new/given information, contrast).

Traditional TtS systems, in general, accept plain text as input, using internal specialized algorithms for the generation of
speech-related natural language information prior to synthesis.
Nevertheless, the algorithms that are typically employed for
such tasks are neither adequately powerful nor specialized to
comprehensively identify speech-related information about the
multitude of linguistic phenomena from the plain text, providing
thus text analysis of limited depth; this applies also to the derived

POS ANNOTATION RESULTS (ENGLISH)

Target text for automatic annotation (Precision / Recall)
Pat

Pglb

Pgs

Pp

.901 / .767

.877 / .746

Pplb

Pps

.874 / .771

.849 / .749

Pe

plain (validated)

enriched (validated)

TABLE V.
Annotated Sources

plain (validated)
plain (non-validated)
enriched (validated)
enriched (non-validated)

.911 / .742

Pelb

Pes

.936 / .752

.916 / .766

.988 / .988

enriched (non-validated)

all text (non-validated)

.935 / .762

.945 / .918

plain (non-validated)

all text (validated)

Pes

.965 / .932

all text (non-validated)

POS

Pelb

POS ANNOTATION RESULTS (GREEK)

Target text for automatic annotation (Precision / Recall)
Pat

Pglb

Pgs

.910 / .761

.899 / .752

Pp

Pplb

Pps

Pe

.952 / .952

.916 / .901
.877 / .751

.887 / .792
.979 / .979

A breakdown of the identifiable distinct processes is:
• Word/Sentence identification and segmentation.
• Shallow syntactic analysis (part-of-speech tagging and nounphrase identification).
• Creation/export to appropriate XML format description.
• Insertion/annotation of prosodic features.
It is possible to realize fully automated analysis for all the
above processes, except for the last one. The first two were described in earlier sections. The XML export is an extension of
the SOLE-ML description that caters for the prosodic description [19]. It was originally built as an annotation scheme for CtS
synthesis, used as mark-up for the enriched text output of the
generator. A module for automated extraction to produce the
augmented XML description based on SOLE-ML has been realized and incorporated in the process flow. Linguistic phenomena
such as rhetorical relations, anaphoric references, and deixis are
especially difficult to automatically detect using only plain text
as input. This is usually a manual task for experts resulting in
flexible and broad feature sets that may be used as meta-information and also maintaining compliance to speech-oriented
XML mark-up for both editing and export.

in the token assignment was also much higher than normal (low
number of manual errors). That was justified from the fact that
that there may be more than one feature associated with each
word or set of words (or phrase) required for successful description used for prosody modelling. Working with fully annotated
text allowed the experts to select the correct overlapping annotations as well as nesting for each token or groups of tokens.
VI. USER EVALUATION
The results of the proposed method of annotation were evaluated at the utilisation point, speech prosody, by 10 participants
(age M=23.4, SD= 4.2) that were asked to listen to random sections of synthesized unprocessed and processed (annotated)
plain and enriched text. The users were all native Greek speakers, while two of them were also native English speakers. They
were asked to listen to random synthetic speech queues generated from plain and enriched text and report their feedback based
on the scales from ITU-T Rec. P.85 that refer to prosodic evaluation [20]. These were Overall impression (MOS), Voice pleasantness (PLT), Accentuation (ACCT), Listening effort (LSTE),
Comprehension problems (COPR), and Acceptance (ACCP).
The random speech queues presented to the listeners 25 of each
selection from processed and unprocessed plain and enriched, to
a total of 100 per language. The participants recorded their feedback on the Likert 1-5 scale. The two languages were evaluated
by the participants during separate sessions with a long break in
between.
plain text subjective evaluation (english)
unprocessed
annotated

5

user feedback value

descriptions. The provision of pre-processed annotated text as
input to the speech synthesizer is a valuable alternative. The major advantage that the enriched text of that kind exhibits over
plain text is that it retains semantic, sentence-level structural,
syntactic and discourse-level linguistic information in the form
of tags in the mark-up. Each of the above categories of linguistic
information is represented by sets of features, which can be exploited to improve the quality of the generated prosody in speech
synthesis. The sets of features utilized may vary depending on
the type as well as the domain of text, to achieve optimal performance. The efficient realization of this procedure necessitates
the availability of automated analysis and annotation components for the most stages of language analysis (Fig. 2).

For the manual annotation of prosodic features, we used a
visual editor (Fig. 3). The prosodic features that were annotated
were contrast, definition, disjunction, emphasis (explicit), exemplification, newness, non-newness, similarity, yes-no-question,
wh-question.

4
3
2
1
0
MOS

PLT

ACCT LSTE
feedback type

COPR

ACCP

enriched text subjective evaluation (english)
unprocessed
annotated

user feedback value

5
4
3
2
1
0
Fig. 3. Prosodic feature annotation

The prosodic feature annotation was performed by three linguists. They all informally reported that the annotation process
was much easier when using fully POS annotated text. Accuracy

MOS

PLT

ACCT LSTE
feedback type

COPR

Fig. 4. User evaluation for English synthetic speech

ACCP

plain text subjective evaluation (greek)

user feedback value

5

unprocessed
annotated

4
3
2
1
0
MOS

PLT

ACCT LSTE
feedback type

COPR

ACCP

enriched text subjective evaluation (greek)
unprocessed
annotated

user feedback value

5

The challenge is that generators produce as much plain
canned text as they do enriched text phrases. The plain text sentences are larger and more complex. The generator either cannot
generate those kinds of sentences automatically or requires a lot
of authoring for rarely-reusable domain dependent lexicon
words. Due to the nature and the limits of the text generators
(namely grammar and domain of application), big data processing approaches [21] are not suitable for linguistic annotation.
The proposed methodology extracts information from the
generated enriched text and uses it to automatically annotate the
plain text. This enables the prosody annotation, whether manual
or automatic, to utilise uniform enriched text for annotation of
prosodic information. This leads to higher annotation accuracy
on all aspects that are necessary for the training of prosody models for high naturalness in speech synthesis.
Future work includes the use of the proposed methodology
on the speech synthesis for accessible interfaces [22-24], enhancing usability [25,26] and analysis of social media text [2731]. Finally, we are planning to include collaborative filtering
techniques in order to achieve automatic preferences from interannotator agreement scores [32-42].

4
3
2
1
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0
MOS

PLT

ACCT LSTE
feedback type

COPR

ACCP

Fig. 5. User evaluation for Greek synthetic speech

Figures 4 and 5 present the user evaluation. The bars depict the
average feedback scores along with the standard deviation. The
findings were similar for both languages. Although, the speech
synthesis can handle plain text, the comparative evaluation from
the listeners resulted in a low overall impression and acceptance.
In fact, for all feedback types, the unprocessed plain text was
rendered 20-30% lower than the same processed text, for both
languages. The annotation of the plain texts resulted in significantly higher values, much nearer to the enriched text before
processing.
The prosody from the enriched text was quite accurate to
begin with. With the additional annotations, the naturalness was
ranked even higher, scoring an additional 6-10% on average for
all feedback types.
VII. DISCUSSION
For high quality speech synthesis, intonational focus point
placement and type cannot always be inferred by POS and
phrase type linguistic information. This happens because those
are not only influenced by syntax but also by semantics and
pragmatic aspects. For prosody modelling in speech synthesis,
these aspects can be utilised for computation, deduction and verification of focus prominence and the text corpus is appropriately enriched to take them into account. An ideal input for a
speech synthesiser would be an annotated text with focus information. Since this is very hard for a natural language generator
to export, the next best thing would be error-free lexical and syntactic information and consistent rhetorical information.
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